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Deputy Dean Yin was so depressed that he was about to vomit blood! 

 

Who had he offended?! He was just here to watch the show and yet he was about to be struck by 

lightning? 

 

After five bolts of Heavenly Lightning, the defensive spiritual artifact on his body shattered, and he could 

only use his spiritual power to form a spiritual energy barrier to resist the Heavenly Lightning. 

 

The Wu Yun in the sky had already lost its mind due to its frustrations with Yun Chujiu and Little Black 

Bird. It was so focused on proving the power of the Heavenly Lightning that it threw even stronger 

lightning bolts! 

 

Although deputy Dean Yin’s spiritual power was not low, he still could not withstand such a strike! 

 

Fifteen minutes later, Deputy Dean Yin could not hold on any longer and spat out a mouthful of blood! 

 

The Wu Yun in the sky, stopped striking when he saw that Wu Yun had spat out blood. He thought to 

himself, it seemed that its Heavenly Lightning was not the problem here. It was indeed that wretched 

girl who was too freakish! 

 

At that moment, Yun Chujiu had already eaten her fill. She lazily sat at the bottom of the deep pit and 

said to Wu Yun in the sky, “Are you still going to strike? If you are done, then get lost. I still have a lot of 

things to do!” 

 

Although Dean Huangfu was already numb from Yun Chujiu’s monstrous performance, he still staggered 

when he heard Yun Chujiu’s words, ‘Little girl, what are you trying to do? You still dare to tell the 

Heavenly Lightning to get lost? You are too bold! The Heavenly Lightning must be furious. Aren’t you 

asking for trouble?!’ 



 

Dean Huangfu was extremely worried when he realized that the Wu Yun in the sky had floated away! 

Gone! It was gone! 

 

F*ck! 

 

As a Wu Yun, could you still have some integrity? If I told you to scram, would you scram? Dean Huangfu 

felt that he must have encountered a fake Wu Yun! 

 

Yun Chujiu sat on the chopping board and flew out of the deep pit, she bared her little white teeth and 

said, “Dean, I’m really sorry for turning your courtyard into such a mess. That d*mn Heavenly Lightning 

only knows how to dig holes but doesn’t know how to fill them. It’s really lacking in quality.” 

 

“It’s okay! I’ll get someone to clean it up later.” The corner of Dean Huangfu’s eyes twitched. ‘This little 

girl was the only one in the world who dared to openly scold the Heavens!’ 

 

“Dean, as you can see, my constitution is a little special. The reason why I chose to be struck by lightning 

here is that I believe that you must have a way to help me hide it. The roasted spirit potato I had just 

now was a thank you gift.” Yun Chujiu said with gratitude. 

 

Dean Huangfu was so angry that he wanted to kill her! 

 

‘You forced me to help you hide it, and you want to give me a thank you gift? I am the Dean of the 

Grand Tianyuan Academy! A roasted spirit potato is all I’m worth?! 

 

‘Besides, you are definitely a troublemaker and a big one at that! I reckon that I will be struck by 

lightning in the future because of you. Not to mention anything else, his courtyard is going to suffer! 

 



‘Moreover, with such a huge commotion, how do you expect me to help you hide it? How can I hide it 

from everyone?! Could it be that the Heavenly Lightning was blind and was just playing with her?!’ 

 

Seeing that Dean Huangfu was so angry that he blew into his beard and glared at her, Yun Chujiu said 

with a smile, “Dean, are you worried about how to explain it to others? It’s very simple. Just tell them 

that the Heavenly Lightning was struck by me, and it will be done, won’t it?” 

 

Dean Huangfu felt that Yun Chujiu was most likely struck dumb by the lightning! 

 

‘If you told others that the Heavenly Lightning struck you, what was the point of trying to hide it in the 

first place?! Wasn’t hiding everything unnecessary then?!’ 

 

“However, you have to polish it first. Just tell them that only ten or so Heavenly Lightning bolts struck 

me. The rest of the Heavenly Lightning was just to scare me.” Yun Chujiu said as she took out some 

Demon Beast blood from her storage ring, she wiped it on the corner of her mouth and on her clothes. It 

made her look so tragic that she looked like she was already half dead.. 

 


